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NEW QUESTION: 1
A customer already has a D38000 with RAID 10 protection for
their production data. They want to implement NL-SAS drives in
the same DS8000 for archive data.
Which disk protection should be used for this and why?
A. RAID 10 because this is the only protection supported for
NL-SAS drives
B. RAID 5 because data on these drives is less critical than
the production data
C. RAID 6 because the time to rebuild NL-SAS drives would leave
the array exposed for a long time after a single disk failure
D. RAID 0 because archive data isn't mission critical and they
should use tape backup
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 2
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Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 3
During a routine audit, it is discovered that someone has been
using a stale administrator account to log into a seldom used
server. The person has been using the server to view
inappropriate websites that are prohibited to end users.
Which of the following could best prevent this from occurring
again?
A. Account expiration policy
B. Credential management
C. Group policy management
D. Acceptable use policy
Answer: C
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